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is sufficient material for an intelligent discussion of the topic to be 
carried on. Because of this comprehensiveness the book will find its 
way to many library shelves. 

Of coUrse this policy has disadvantages. Reported passages are 
occasionally very orief and perhaps too orief to enable sophisticated 
discussion of any particular topic. To a very great extent, the' 
material incorporated in a book such as this depends on personal 
prejudice. The present reviewer would incorporate some note of 
Kelsen's views when discussing the nature and sanctions of inter
national law. However, no attempt is made to deal with this topic 
at length. , 

The chapter entitled 'Members of the International Community' 
is to some extent unsatisfactory. In the discussion of territories 
held under the trusteeship system, only Articles 75-82 are mentioned; 
the decision of the International Court of Justice on the status of 
South-West Africa is given but without any note of the reasoning 
of the Court, and declsions such as those In Ffrost v. Stevenson.1 

R. v. Ketter2 and Wong Man On v. Commonwealth3 which help to 
throw some light on the operation of the trusteeship system are not 
referred to. No indication of the problems caused by composite 
international persons is given. 

There is no reference to the Jaffrate ease,' although it seems 
directly contrary to the statement given on 'Foreign Confiscations in 
Anglo-American Law'. It may well be that the earlier law requires 
modification in the light of increasing world trade and the recog
nition that the state has a vital interest in the success of its citizens' 
overseas ventures. 

It is unfortunate that there are no references in 'The Pacific 
Settlement of Disputes' to discussions such as that of Stone in 'Legal 
Control on International Conflicts' concerning the operation of the 
relevant Articles in the Charter. It might be considered that the 
Uniting For Peace Resolution of 1950 would have been a valuable 
addition to the material given. 

The notes accompanying each topic are almost encylopaedic. Not 
only is there a danger that a student will fail to search outside the 
material referred to, but there is a further danger that he will not 
use the material given to the best advantage. Little indication of 
the contents and value of books and articles is given, although it is 
obviously impossible for a student to tackle all the material referred 
to in this vofume in the course of a single year. Still this is a prob
lem which can be overcome with a little guidance from an 
experienced instructor. 

1 (1937) 58 C.L.R. 5~. 
3 (195Z) 86 C.L.R. 1Z5. 

2 f1940] 1 K.B. 787. 
4 [1953]1 W.L.R. 246. 
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